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ABSTRACT

Guitar tablature transcription consists in deducing the string
and the fret number on which each note should be played to
reproduce the actual musical part. This assignment should
lead to playable string-fret combinations throughout the
entire track and, in general, preserve parsimonious motion
between successive combinations. Throughout the history
of guitar playing, specific chord fingerings have been de-
veloped across different musical styles that facilitate com-
mon idiomatic voicing combinations and motion between
them. This paper presents a method for assigning guitar
tablature notation to a given MIDI-based musical part (pos-
sibly consisting of multiple polyphonic tracks), i.e. no in-
formation about guitar-idiomatic expressional characteris-
tics is involved (e.g. bending etc.) The current strategy is
based on machine learning and requires a basic assumption
about how much fingers can stretch on a fretboard; only
standard 6-string guitar tuning is examined. The proposed
method also examines the transcription of music pieces
that was not meant to be played or could not possibly be
played by a guitar (e.g. potentially a symphonic orches-
tra part), employing a rudimentary method for augmenting
musical information and training/testing the system with
artificial data. The results present interesting aspects about
what the system can achieve when trained on the initial
and augmented dataset, showing that the training with aug-
mented data improves the performance even in simple, e.g.
monophonic, cases. Results also indicate weaknesses and
lead to useful conclusions about possible improvements.

1. INTRODUCTION

Tablature constitutes a very old form of music notational
language which provides guidance towards an active and
intimate interconnection with the instrument, in contrast
to music scores which aim at capturing more abstract psy-
choacoustic characteristics of sound, such as pitch or inter-
vals [1]. A common type of tablature these days is guitar
tablature (hereinafter simply referred to as tablature) and
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represents sequences of string-fret combinations that cor-
respond to specific notes. It contains information about
the fretboard positions on which the notes are articulated,
which is not contained in typical music scores. However,
tablature notation has limited expressive power when it
comes to rhythmic structure and dynamics. It is this com-
bination of features, though, which renders tablatures valu-
able in many occasions, since, assuming some auditory fa-
miliarity with the represented piece, they are more eas-
ily readable by non-experts. This can be important for
general teaching purposes, especially among beginner and
self-taught guitar players. Additionally, style-specific re-
quirements have been established that would guide a tran-
scriber of a piece to specific fingering choices, e.g., prefer-
ence for lower-pitches strings when playing power-chords
in metal music. Thus, a system that can generate tabla-
tures, given the notes that make up a musical work, can be
of great significance for the guitarist community. The dif-
ficulty of this task mainly arises due to the guitar’s design,
since same pitch notes can be played on more than one po-
sition on the fretboard. These facts make machine learning
approaches relevant: how can a system learn from context
what the best tablature is for a given set of pitches?

Related research includes generating tablature notation
directly from audio, midi, or sheet music. Some research
has focused on transcribing tablature directly from audio
by developing accurate string classification models. Bar-
bancho et al. [2] proposed a method to simultaneously de-
tect the pitch and string on which a note should best be
played by relying on inharmonicity analysis that enabled
accurate partial tracking. Other research teams have used
estimations of the inharmonicity coefficient in order to train
bayesian statistical models [3, 4]. The inharmonicity co-
efficient has also been used as one of the input features
to classification models, such as Support Vector Machines
(SVMs) [5,6]. The above strategies focus mainly on mono-
phonic performances with the exception of [2] who incor-
porate chord recognition within certain limits.

Some research on tablature transcription has focused on
deducing plausible sequences of string-fret combinations
relying mostly on playability constraints. They dispose
of string-specific audio features, which are difficult to ac-
quire in polyphonic performances, and practically reduce
the problem to two phases: (multi-)pitch detection followed
by pitch to tablature conversion. Barbancho et. al [7] pro-
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posed a system for chord and fingering recognition using
Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) that encode the proba-
bilities to move from one configuration to the other. Burlet
and Fujinaga [8] encoded string-fret transitions using weight-
ed directed acyclic graphs (WDAGs) and the A∗ algorithm
was employed to determine the optimal sequences. In [9]
and [10], where the audio was produced by MIDI, a graph-
based representation was employed using WDAGs, and a
dynamic programming (DP) algorithm was applied to find
longest paths.

Several other research teams have worked on fingering
analysis, playable guitar tablature generation, and finger-
ing recognition given a series of note events in symbolic
notation (music scores or MIDI) either by employing graph
representations, Dynamic Programming (DP) strategies [11±
15], or other optimization algorithms [16±21]. For exam-
ple, Tuohy and Potter [16] proposed a simple genetic algo-
rithm (GA) which incorporates limitations related to guitar
playability in a fitness function. The same team has man-
aged to combine Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) with
a GA [17] for the problem of musical score to tablature
conversion. In [18] they also ascribe fingerings to the pre-
dicted string-fret positions.

ANNs have also been employed to tackle the problem
of tablature estimation directly from audio signals. Multi-
layer Perceptrons [22] and Convolutional Neural Networks
(CNNs) [23] have been used for chord recognition and the
detection of hand positions corresponding to chords. More
recently, Wiggins and Kim [24] applied CNNs for string-
fret recognition in solo performances that which also in-
cluded elements of polyphony. Deep learning methods
were also recently applied as a method for guitar tablature
composition (generation) [25], more specifically, using a
Transformer.

2. METHOD

The proposed method 1 assumes normal-tuning guitars with
six strings and 24 frets ± 25 values per string are consid-
ered for representing the free string as well. The transcrip-
tion is considered to involve only information about what
midi pitches need to be transcribed, disregarding informa-
tion about inter onset intervals between successive sets (or
frames) of pitches to be transcribed; also midi velocity and
duration are not considered. Therefore, the transcription
task is described as a ªbinary processº, where a binary
representation of input midi pitches is transcribed into a
binary representation of a tablature. The overall method is
divided in two parts for reaching a single tablature deci-
sion: a) a deep neural network is employed for generating
a ªprobabilisticº tablature that indicates which string-fret
combinations are more probable for a given input and b)
a search algorithm that uses a simple conceptualisation of
guitar ªplayabilityº for selecting the best string-fret posi-
tions given the previous finger positions and taking into
account the highest-probability tablature frame.

The aim of the overall method is to assign a playable tab-
lature notation to a given set of notes (midi), whether or not

1 https://github.com/maximoskp/midi2tab_
Deconvolutions

the complete set of these notes is playable on a guitar fret-
board, e.g., because there are more than six simultaneous
notes or because the notes stretch on a wide octave range
that cannot be covered by a guitar. During the application
of the algorithm in the second part of the method, which
involves examining all fretboard combinations that imple-
ment the input midi pitches, it is possible to iteratively dis-
card midi pitches from being considered for transcription.
This can either happen because the midi input frame might
involve more than six pitches (which are impossible to be
played simultaneously in a six-string guitar) or because of
improper pitch layout (e.g., two pitches that correspond to
the 1st and 2nd string fret of the lower E string). It is also
assumed that guitar fingering on the tablature does not only
depend on the current (midi) pitches to be played, but also
from previous finger positions on the fretboard, or previ-
ous fretboard frames. Motion of the fingers on the fret-
board between successive tablature frames, accounts for
minimizing the travel distances across the fretboard and
for preserving fingering shapes between successive frames
as much as possible.

2.1 Probabilistic Fretboard Deep Neural Network

The deep neural network that was developed for solving
the problem of assigning tablature to midi input manages
to model fingering shapes and temporal dependencies be-
tween successive tablature frames. The architecture is shown
in Figure 1. Fingering patterns are expected to be learned
from data. A Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) ar-
chitecture is choice for doing so, since convolutional fil-
ters are designed to capture spatial patterns, e.g., on a 2D
fretboard. Specifically, the output of the network employs
two layers of transposed convolutions (or deconvolutions)
that result in the formation of a 6 × 26 fretboard with 6
strings and 25 frets plus the free string (there is a lambda
layer dedicated to simply dropping the 25th fret informa-
tion). The first layer of deconvolutions (top right box in
Figure 1) generates a 3 × 12 structure that can be thought
of as ªblurryº, or highly pixelated, low resolution version
of a fretboard image. This layer learns to describe filter
combinations in the next deconvolution layer, which actu-
ally forms the final version of the aforementioned 6 × 26
fretboard.

Input to these two deconvolutional layers is a ªlatentº
space with 384 dimensions, which is formed by successive
transformations of three feedforward layers (with scaled
exponential linear activation) of the overall input to the
network. The input of the network includes not only the
midi pitches to be transcribed to tablature, but also the 4
previous frames of the tablature, as a crude approach to
involving information about successive frame dependen-
cies. The input is a concatenated array that incorporates
this information, of total size 728: 128 midi pitches to be
transcribed plus 600 (4 times 125) for the four previous
tablature frames. All input is a binary vector, with ones
representing the index of active midi pitches to be tran-
scribed and active string-fret combinations in each input
tablature frame.

During the training phase, the network learns to approx-
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Figure 1. Proposed architecture.

imate the target tablature (in binary representation) with
output activity of the deconvolutional layers. Even though
no encoder-decoder parts are explicitly constructed, it might
be helpful to think of the vertical alignment of boxes on
the left part of Figure 1) as the encoder, which generates
a latent representation of the input with 384 elements, and
the right part as the decoder, which generates a ªproba-
bilistic tablatureº based on the latent space generated by
the input. The term ªprobabilistic tablatureº is employed
for denoting the fact that the network is able to generate
an approximation of the tablature that is not binary; i.e.,
it incorporates real values that indicate (without forming a
probability density function that sums to one) the probabil-
ity of a string-fret pair being active.

2.2 Probabilistic Fretboard to Actual Fingering

This section describes the process of assigning actual fin-
gerings (or fretboards ± terms are used interchangeably)
based on the ªprobabilistic fretboardº produced by the net-
work. The algorithm for keeping all possible and playable
fretboards from a set of midi pitches m⃗ is summarised as
follows:
1. Bring all pitches of m⃗ within the fretboard range, by

increasing or decreasing their pitch values by an octave.
2. Decide on the number of pitches from m⃗ to be pre-

served, which is either the number of pitches m⃗ or 6,
if this number exceeds 6 (since only 6-string guitars are
considered). This number is symbolized as N .

3. Keep all combinations of pitches of m⃗ that include N
notes.

4. For each combination, generate all possible binary fret-
boards and keep the ones that are ªplayableº. A bi-
nary fretboard is considered to be playable if: a) there
is at most one pitch per string and b) all non-open string
pitches fall within a window of 6 frets (considering that
finger stretching of over 6 frets is not acceptable).

5. If there is no binary fretboard that satisfies the above
mentioned criteria, reduce N by one and go back to
step 3.

After all possible binary fretboards are obtained, denoted
as bk ∈ {0, 1}6×25, k ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,K}, where K is the
number of retrieved possible binary fretboards, the fret-
board that corresponds to the higher sum of values in the
probabilistic tablature provided by the network (p ∈ R6×25)
is retained. This sum is obtained through the inner prod-
uct of the probabilistic tablature and each examined binary
tablature:

b = argmax
k

(p · bk), (1)

where · denotes the inner product of bk and p. Figure 2
depicts the decision-making process, where the top graph
shows the probabilistic tablature generated by the network,
the bottom shows the ground-truth tablature and the mid-
dle part shows the binary tablature, among all the possible
ones for the pitches to be transcribed, that achieves max-
imum value of the inner product in eq. 1. The selected
binary tablature (middle) is the same as the ground-truth
tablature (bottom) in this case.

Figure 2. Probabilistic fretboard (bottom), final decision
(middle) and comparison with ground truth (bottom).

3. DATASET AND DATA MANIPULATION

The DadaGP dataset [26] was used as dataset for the cur-
rent paper. This dataset contains 26,181 pieces in Gui-
tarPro (GP) format, i.e., in tablature notation for guitar
and string instruments, and those pieces are divided in 739
genres. Even though an encoded form of the dataset in
tokenized form is also available, the study at hand em-
ploys the original GP files for the necessary conversions
presented in this section. Data in the system was rep-
resented in a binary format (described in the next para-
graph) that generated multiple instances per piece, making
the entirety of the dataset practically unusable because of
its large size. Therefore, a 5% part of the entire dataset
was employed, in which a random 5% of pieces from each
folder in the DadaGP was included. Since the folder struc-
ture in DadaGP divides pieces per album, it is expected that
this data selection method creates a set with a distribution
among all available styles that is similar to the distribution
in the original set. Additionally, the approach presented
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herein discusses only transcription for 6-string guitars in
standard tuning, excluding all piece that employ different
tunings and number of strings. This study also excludes
guitar-idiomatic and expressional information, e.g., string
bending, hammer-on, pull-off etc. Even though this infor-
mation is crucial for guitar transcription, it is left for future
work.

From the pieces that are retained, only the guitar tracks
are preserved. From each guitar track, discrete succes-
sive events are extracted, where each event includes pitch-
related fretboard information for any change that occurs
on the fretboard. Each event represents an instance of a
fretboard layout at a given time, where potentially multiple
notes are active, each note on a separate string (i.e., at most
6 notes can be played simultaneously). A fretboard layout,
in turn, is represented as a 6-by-25 binary matrix, where
rows represent strings and columns 24 (plus a free string)
frets. In each binary matrix, occurrences of the digit 1 in-
dicate which pitch is played on which fret (first columns
of each string indicate a free string); each binary matrix is
hereby referred to as a ª tablature frameº and each piece in-
cludes so many frames as the number of tablature changes
it includes. Each tablature frame is then transcribed to the
respective binary midi frame; primary aim of the presented
method is to develop a method for translating midi frames
to tablature frames.

Tablature frames are reshaped to row-shaped arrays with
150 (6 × 25) elements and each piece is represented as a
stack of successive frames on top of each other; similarly
with midi frames. These two stacks of frames are show in
Figure 3. Each piece is also padded with a number of all-
zero frames, depending on the assumed tablature ªhistoryº
considered in the model, i.e., how many previous frames
should be considered for identifying fingering patterns that
are more probable at any given instance. Tablature his-
tory is assumed an important factor when deciding what
the next fingering layout should be. Therefore, tablature
history is included in the design of the examined model.
To this end, and according to Figure 3, considering a his-
tory of four frames, the input to the system is the tabla-
ture included in the past four frames (600 binary numbers)
along with the current midi to be transcribed in the cur-
rent frame (128 binary numbers, totalling an input of 728
numbers). The system learns to generate output that pre-
dicts the current tablature frame. Summarising, the model
learns to transform an input of 728 binary digits to 150 bi-
nary digits. The 5% of the DadaGP dataset that is retained
totals a number of 955971 training, 239402 validation and
299423 test time frames.

Another aim is to study whether the presented method is
flexible enough to transcribe midi input that is not playable
by a single guitar. Since there is no dataset incorporat-
ing such information, a naive music-drive data alteration
method is followed which ªaugmentsº midi information.
This augmentation (in terms of musical information) meth-
od assumes that any tablature frame might have been a re-
sult of transcribing richer (in terms of number of pitches)
midi content. To this end, guitar frame transformation from
tablature to midi involves the insertion of additional pitches.

Specifically, for each pitch in the tablature, there is a 50%
chance that a new midi pitch will be inserted an octave
up, down, a fifth, a fourth, a major/minor third or a ma-
jor/minor sixth (selecting uniformly between these notes).
The midi input will therefore include more pitches than the
ones that appear in the target tablature, forcing the network
to learn to ignore midi pitches that do not fit into the con-
text of guitar transcription.

The intention is to make the system selective towards tab-
lature interpretations of midi input that are more conve-
nient for guitar playability, allowing the possibility to ex-
clude pitches that do not offer much in terms of musical
information and, at the same time, would possibly result to
fingerings that are less frequent in the dataset. This data
augmentation method has severe weaknesses, especially in
cases where the tablature frame involves few notes. For
instance, if the tablature frame includes one pitch, then
augmenting the respective midi frame with, e.g., a major
third up would create a pair of notes that would be easily
playable with a guitar and, in fact, there are still multi-
ple instances of this pair of notes in the original, not aug-
mented dataset. This potentially leads to multiple conflict-
ing tablature outputs for the same midi input, where in one
case, the non-augmented midi input would correspond to
the exact fingering in the target tablature, while in another
case, the augmented midi output would (possibly) be the
same as in the first case, but would correspond to a differ-
ent tablature. This method could be further refined, e.g.,
to allow augmentation only in cases where a number of
simultaneous pitches above a predefined threshold is in-
volved (e.g., augmentation could occur to tablature frames
that include more than four notes). The simplest approach,
however, that possibly adds pitches in any frame, presents
results that are interesting, so this augmentation method is
used in the reported results in this paper.

4. RESULTS

The method is examined in terms of learning adaptivity
for the neural network and in terms of actual transcrip-
tion characteristics for the entire system. The learning er-
rors of the neural network provide an indication about how
well the ªprobabilistic tablatureº output generated by the
network approaches the target tablatures as the epochs in-
crease in terms of the mean square error, but these errors
do not provide an intuitive assessment of how clearly this
output can be translated into the binary target tablatures at
each epoch. Ideally, a complete binary output of the system
should be employed to evaluate the accuracy of the system,
however, it is prohibitively slow to apply the analytical step
for deciding the best binary tablature for any given prob-
abilistic tablature (input data point), in each epoch, in the
training and the evaluation steps.

To this end, a fast to compute and intuitive measurement
of how well the probabilistic tablature output is aligned
with the target binary output is the cosine similarity, given
by

cos(θ) =
p⃗ · b⃗
∥p⃗∥∥⃗b∥

, (2)
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Figure 3. Data preparation overview.

where p⃗ is the probabilistic tablature generated by the net-
work and b⃗ is the target binary tablature. This measure
computes the dot product over the product of the norms of
each vector, showing, intuitively, how well the predictions
are aligned (or correlated) with the (binary) target, regard-
less of the magnitude in these predictions. In the analytical
step of the tablature generation process, the p⃗ produced by
the network is compared with all possible binary tablatures
b⃗k through the dot product (eq. 1). The difference between
eq. 1 and eq. 2 is that in the latter, the inner product is nor-
malized with the norm of both involved vectors, while in
the former this is not necessary, since the maximum value
is assessed and all binary tablature vectors have the same
norm (all include the same number of ones).

Figure 4 shows the losses and the cosine-based measured
accuracy in the training and validation sets for the guitar-
only and augmented datasets. One thing that can be imme-
diately noticed is the difference in both loss and accuracy
during training for the two datasets. The network, with the
guitar-only dataset seems to be reaching the highest learn-
ing capacity too early. Training, in both dataset cases, is
stopped at the epoch with the lowest validation set loss (or-
ange lines in (a) and (b) graphs of Figure 4) to avoid over-
fitting. Table 1 shows that this point is reached in epoch
59 for the guitar-only dataset and 852 for the augmented
dataset. It should be noted that the plotted curves in the
guitar-only case are shown up to around half the epochs in
comparison to the augmented dataset case, where all 1000
epochs are shown.

guitar data augmented data
epoch 59 852

train. loss 1.029× 10−3 1.767× 10−3

val. loss 1.259× 10−3 1.775× 10−3

train. accuracy 0.941 0.911
val. accuracy 0.931 0.913

Table 1. Epoch, loss and validation values when optimal
validation accuracy was achieved (see Figure 4).

Even though cosine similarity is a useful indication about
how accurate the estimations performed by the network
are, the actual tablature produced after following the an-
alytic step is not consider. To address this issue, the test
set is employed (different from the training and evalua-
tion sets) for examining the entire system, from input to

a single binary output decision. The effectiveness of the
entire system is cross-examined with the network trained
and running on the guitar-only and the augmented data.
A possible candidate for assessing the effectiveness of the
system in terms of binary output is through precision, re-
call and f-measure. This method, however, would not be
very informative towards interpreting the system decisions
in the problem at hand. One reason is that precision and
recall, and thus the f-measure, are tied with a strict cor-
respondence. Since the number of ones in the system-
generated binary tablature and the ground-truth binary out-
put are constant, for any given example the false positives
will always be the same as the false negatives, i.e., any 1
value that the system fails to recognise (false negative) will
always be misplaced, producing a 1 value at a wrong po-
sition (false positive). Another reason is that there is no
actual ground-truth in the augmented dataset, since it was
constructed by adding pitches never existed in the tablature
of the dataset. Therefore, in the cases where pitches were
added, it would be normal to have a maximum precision
value below 1.

More useful information about how accurately the sys-
tem performs are extracted through measuring the percent-
age of cases the output exactly matched the ground-truth
data, i.e., the binary output is exactly the same as the tar-
get binary tablature, in how many cases there was a partial
match, i.e., how many times at least one pitch matched a
ground-truth string and fret, and in how many cases there
was no match, i.e., no pitch was assigned to the ground-
truth string and fret. It should be noted that when the aug-
mented dataset is tested, in the cases where pitch augmen-
tation has occurred, it is most likely that no exact match
can be found. If the tablature under examination has been
augmented, the system is asked to compute a tablature that
is indeed different from the initial ground-truth tablature,
since additional pitches have been added and requested to
be included in the output tablature. This means that the
correct system response will be to produce a tablature that
accommodates all requested pitches, given that they can be
accommodated within the ºplayableº margins (as defined
in step 4 in Section 2.2). Even in the case of examining an
augmented binary fretboard, it could be actually possible
to end up with a set of pitches for transcription that is the
same with the set of pitches in the initial, non-augmented,
fretboard, if the pitch reduction process in step 3 happens
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Figure 4. Losses and accuracy for all training epochs in the guitar-only and augmented transcription problems (see Table 1
for optimal conditions).

to lead to the set of pitches included in the initial fretboard;
this, however, would be rare.

Table 2 shows the cross-comparison between the two ver-
sions of the system, i.e., trained with guitar-only and aug-
mented data. Both versions are examined by running on
the both the guitar-only and the augmented test sets, in
5000 random tablature frame assignment tasks. Informa-
tion in this table is given for all number of pitches on the
fretboard, to show that in the guitar-only test dataset there
is a clear dominance (70%) of single-pitch instances to be
transcribed. This dominance fades out with the augmenta-
tion process, since 50% of those single-pitch instances ob-
tain a second, added pitch. It is clear that the system trained
with the augmented dataset performs better not only when
tested on the augmented dataset (62% vs 55% partial plus
absolute matches), but also on guitar-only dataset (55% vs
44% partial plus absolute matches). The fact that both
versions perform better in the augmented rather than the
guitar-only test sets, can be mainly attributed to the fact
that the guitar-only dataset includes much more single-note
instance, where both versions exhibit exceptionally bad per-
formance (especially the guitar-only trained version has
45% failures and 25% successes).

Another problem that has been observed concerns the an-
alytical step in the augmented dataset tests. This step has
been designed to be ªgreedyº, i.e., it starts by trying to fit
as much of the requested pitches on the fretboard as possi-

ble. For example, if more than size pitches are requested,
this step will first generate and examine all combinations
that comprise playable solution of six pitches, regardless
of how probable (as a fingering in the dataset) they are.
If such a playable combination is identified, even with a
near-zero probability (according to eq. 1), this will be re-
turned as a solution. In some cases, this strategy is not op-
timal; such an example is illustrated in Figure 5. The cap-
tion of the bottom graph (ªactualº pitches) shows that eight
pitches are requested and the system is able to accommo-
date six of them in a playable combination on the fretboard
(middle graph). The probabilities that correspond to those
fretboard pitches, however, are close to zero, as indicated
by the top graph, which shows the network probabilistic
tablature output. In fact, the network has been trained so
efficiently, that regardless of the fact that eight pitches are
requested in the input, the probabilistic tablature output
follows a clear four-string major or minor pattern that is
very close to the pre-augmentation ground-truth tablature
(bottom graph). Therefore, in this case, it would possibly
be better for the analytical step to continue examining fin-
gerings with less than six pitches, even though such a fin-
gering was found, since fingerings with less pitches could,
in fact, lead to tablatures with higher probabilities.
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num. p.: 1 2 3 4 5 6 sum 1 2 3 4 5 6 sum
Guitar-only training - Guitar-only test Augmented training - Guitar-only test

no match 0.45 0.05 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.0 0.55 0.36 0.04 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.0 0.44
partial 0.0 0.03 0.05 0.01 0.0 0.0 0.09 0.0 0.03 0.03 0.01 0.0 0.0 0.07
match 0.25 0.05 0.03 0.01 0.0 0.01 0.35 0.34 0.06 0.05 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.48

sum 0.7 0.13 0.11 0.03 0.02 0.01 0.7 0.13 0.11 0.03 0.02 0.01

Guitar-only training - Augmented test Augmented training - Augmented test
no match 0.16 0.16 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.05 0.45 0.12 0.15 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.05 0.40

partial 0.0 0.13 0.06 0.07 0.06 0.07 0.39 0.0 0.15 0.06 0.07 0.06 0.08 0.42
match 0.13 0.01 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.14 0.17 0.01 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.18

sum 0.29 0.31 0.09 0.1 0.09 0.12 0.29 0.31 0.09 0.1 0.09 0.12

Table 2. Cross-comparison results as a ratios over the total number of examined data instances when model was trained
and tested with guitar-only and augmented data, when the transcription task incorporated 1 to 6 number of pitches.

Figure 5. Decision (middle) is problematic since it tries
to accommodate as many pitches as possible, regardless of
how much they correlate with the probabilistic fretboard
(top), which is well-aligned with the actual ground truth
(bottom).

5. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents a machine learning method for tran-
scribing midi pitch information to guitar tablature. The
method is based on neural networks that perform decon-
volutions at the final stage; a part of the DadaGP was em-
ployed for learning and examination purposes. Conversion
of musical parts that cannot possibly be played by a guitar
was also examined, through a method that augments data
artificially. Results indicate that training on artificial data,
even though problematic in specific cases, generally led to
better performance, even in single-pitch cases, where aug-
mentation could not have happened. Based on the results,
the analytic part of the method should be improved, so
that fingerings that do not necessarily incorporate the max-
imum number of pitches can be accepted. Additionally,
among the first improvements that should be attempted to
the core mechanism of the method, is to incorporate infor-
mation not only about the previous tablatures (past infor-
mation), but also about the next possible tablatures (future
information). This could be performed either by employ-
ing bidirectional LSTM or transformer components in the

architecture.
Another improvement to the method would be to incorpo-

rate the examination of octave alteration of pitches that are
not playable, instead of simply rejecting them. This would
allow the accommodation of octave-equivalent informa-
tion for as many pitches as possible in the transcription.
However, such a process would require further ªstreamº
information of octave-transposed pitches, something that
would require identification of the melodic stream [27] where
these pitches belong, along with examination of octave trans-
position to all the pitches within this stream. This is a com-
plicated issue with implications in both the probabilistic
and combinatorial parts of the proposed method, but the re-
sults would be much more valuable for transcribing pieces
that have not been composed for and/or are not playble
with guitar. Application-level improvements could include
the possibility for selecting other guitar tunings, or gen-
erating exercises on given pitches with different fingering
characteristics.
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